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In recent weeks. economic forecasters in the United States have been debating whether an
· apparent turning point in rhe current business cycle augurs a mod~st or a more robust recovery in
the months ahead. Much less attention has been pa.id to a far mo~e significant event: the
impressive ability of the American economy to withstand a severb dedine in equity asset values,
a sharp retrenchment in capital spending, and an unprecedented blow from terrorists to the
foundations of our market systems_
As I outlined in congressional testimony last month, if the indicalions thar the contraction

phase of this business cycle has drawn to a close are ultimately confinned, we will have
experienced a si'griificantly milder downturn than the long history of business cycles would have
led us to expect. Remarkably, the imbalances that triggered the downcum and that could have
prolonged this difficult period did not fester .
. The obvious questions are, what has changed in our economy in recent decades to
I

!Produce such resilience, and will these changes persist into the futpre?
Doubtless, the substantial improvement in the access of business decisionmakers to
real-time information has played a key role. Thirty years ago, the timeliness of available
'

'

'

infom1ation varied across companies and industries, often resulting in di rTcrences in rhe speed
;:ind magnitude of their responses _to changing business conditions.
In those earlier years, imbalances were inadvertently allowfd to bllild to such an extent
that their inevitable correction engendered pronounced economic stress.
The pr'Ocess nf
.
'

correcting those imbalances and the accompanying economic and financial disruptions too often
led

to'~deep

and prolonged recessions.
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-2Today, businesses have large quantities of data available virtually in real time. As a
consequence, although their ability to anticipate.changes in dem~d seems litt)e improved. they,
nonetheless, address and resolve economic imbalances far more rapidly than in the past.
' The apparent increased flexibility of the American economy arguably also ret1ects the
extent of deregulation over the past quaner century. Certainly, if the energy sector were still in

·:the tight regulacory fetters of the 1970s,

O)..lr

flexibility today woul,d be markedly less. That the

1relatively recently developed markets for natural gas and electric power endured the Enron
collapse wilhout significant disruption was encouraging. Although che terrorist attacks hit air
travel especially hard, deregulation of that industry has demonstrably increased the quantity and
flexibility, if not the profitability, of air travel overthe past twenty years. Trucking and rail
deregulation have added flexibility to the movement of goods acro,ss our nation.

I need hardly remind this audience that one especial I)' porc:~tforce for enhancing overall
economic flexibility and resilience arguably has been the combina~ion of deregulation and
innovation in the financial sector. New financial products have en,abled risk to be dispersed nwrc
effectively to those willing, and presumably able, to bear it. Shocks to the overall economic
'

system are accordingly less likely to create cascading credit. failurt1.

Lenders have had the opportunity lo be considerably more diversified, and borrowers
have become far less dependent ot1 specific institutions for funds. A major contributor to th(;
, disper'sion of risk has been the wide-ranging devclupmeni of markets in securitized conm11.:n:1Jl
~Ind ~esidential mongages, bank Joans. ami credit card receivables, These markets have 1ailorcJ
the ris,ks associaLed with holding such assets to fit the preferences 0f a wider universe

investors.

or
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Especially important has been the flexibility and size of the secondary mortgage market.
Since early 2000, this market has facilitated the large debt-fin,anced excraction of home equity
. t,hat, in tum, has been so ~ritical a support for consumer outla~s in the United States throughout
the recent period of cyclical stress. Undoubtably,this market:'s tlexibility has been enhanced by
· t:he extensive use of interest rate swaps and options to hedge maturity mismatches and

prepayment risk.
Financial derivatives, more generally. have grown at a phenomenal pace over the past.

·fifteen years. Conceptual advances in pricing options and oth,er complex financial products,
I

along with improvements in computer and

l~lecommunications tedmologies,

have significantly

fowered the costs and expanded the opportunit~es for hedging'.risks not readily deflected in earlier ·
decades. The performance of these increasingly complex financial instruments, especially over
j

:

the past couple of stressful years. has been noteworthy. These financial products have
ceintnbuted importantly to the development of a far more flexible and efficient financial

system--both domestically and intemationally--lhan we had just lwenty or thirty years ago.
Greater resi liencc: has been evident in many segments

bf the financial markets. One

prominent example is the telecom sector. Worldwide borrowing by 1elecom firms amounted

10

ri1ore than a trillion dollars during the years 1998 to 2001. The financing of the massive

expansion of fiber"optic networks and heavy investmerns in

3G mobile phone

licenses by

El!ropean firms Slratncd debt markets.
·At the time, the financing of these invescments,

10

a large extent, was seen as prudent

b;ecause the tclecum horrowers had very high market valuation that could facilitate, if needed, a
'stock issuance tnkt:-out of bank and other debt. ln the event, ?fcou.rse. prices of telecom $locks

·--------·····-···--------·-······ ··-· ·--·----·------···--··--··
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-4collapsed, and many firms went bankrupt. In decades past, this situation would have been a
recipe for severe financial distress .. However. a significam amount of exposure to telecom debt
'

'

'

lhad bFen laid off through credit risk mitigation instruments, such as credit default swaps.
'I

;

collalfralized debt obligations, and credit~linked notes. This aiipears

lO

have reduced telecom

loan ~oncentrations and the stress·on banks and other financial institutions.
In addition, such instruments, more generally, appear to have effectively spread losses
from recent defauhs by Enron, Global Crossing, Raillrack, and Swissair in recent months. In
particular, the still relatively small, but rapidly growing, credit derivatives market has to date

fi.mctipned well, with payouts proceeding smoothly for the most p~rt. Obviously, this market is
still too new to have been tested in a widespreadqredit

down-cycl~.

But so far, so good.

'

The markets for more traditional derivatives, such as interest rate swaps and foreign

· e.' xchange forwards and swaps, grew rapidly over the past several years.
According to the la1est
'
·,

'

tabulation of the Bank for International Settlements, the aggregate ,worldwide notional value of
the

ov:er~the-counter

deri vativesriiarket grew to an

awesorn~

$100 tri Ilion by the end of June

200 J, :though it has apparently slowed somewhat since then. Gross credit exposure, was al
'

'

•

th~~

!

time estimated at $1 cti Ilion, atler taking account of legally enforce,able netting agreements.
Puteniial credit losses on these instruments were further mitigated through the growing use of

cnllateral agreements. Such agreements provided subsrantial protcpion

lo

Enron's

counwrparties. for ex.ample.
, Beyond the major advances in asse1 securitizalio~ an<.l the c~panded development of
derivative instruments; we have witnessed a large number of\mhcr~1lded advances in finance
facilitated by our enhanced computer and telecommunic!lllOHS capabili'.ies. In rccen[ years, for

·
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-5example, the switch to electronic trading for interbank spot foreign exchange transactions has
markedly reduced the trading volumes required to maintain an effective market. Various types of
electronic communication and trading systems have been developed for OTC derivarives. To be
'

sure: OTC derivatives dealers have been slow to cake advantage of these systems, but sooner or
later market forces are likely to compel them to do so_

•*•
In summary, because of increased access to real-time information and, more arguably,
ex.tensive deregulation and innovation in financial and product markets, economic imbalances are
more likely to be readily contained. As a coriseq,uence, cyclical episodes overall should be Jess
severe than they otherwise would be.

If this .is indeed the situation--and it must be considered speculative until more evidence
is gathernd-'-lhe implied reduction in economic volatility, other things being equal. would lower

risk and equity premiums. Other thi.ngs, however, may not be wholly equal. The very
technologies that appear to be the main cause of our apparent increased flexibility and resilience
may also be impaning diffe_ren[ forms of vulnerability that could intensify or be intensi lied hy a

business cycle.
From one perspective, the ever-increasing proportion of our GDP that repre$ents
rnnceptual, as distinct from physical. value added may actually have lessened cyclical volatility ..
ln raricular, the fact that concepts c;annotbe held as iiwentories means a greater share ot'CIDP
not st,tbject tu a type of dynamic that amplifies cyclical swings.

But an economy in which concepts form an important share of valuation has its own

vulnerabilities. As the recent events surrounding Enr(m have highlighted. a firm is inher'ently

IS

7/.11

I
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-6fragile if its ~alue added emanates more from conceptual than frorp physical assets. A physical
'

asset,:whether an office building or an automotive assembly

plant~

has the capability of·

produeing goods even if the reputa[ion of its managers falls under a clo.ud. The rapidity of

Enron''s decline is an effective illus[ration of the wu.lnerability of a firm whose market value rests·
.

.

'

.

'

'

largely on capitalized reputacion. The physical assets of such a·firin compose a small proportion
cf its asset base. Trust and reputation can vanish overnight. A factory in such a context cannot.
The implications of such a loss of confidence for the macrqeconomy depend importan[!y
oin how freely the conceptual capital of the fading firm can be replaced by a competitor or a new
entrant into the industry. Even if entry is relatively free: macroeconomic risks can emerge if

. problems at one.firm tend to make investors andcounterparties uncertain about other firms that
they see as potentially similarly situated. The difficulty of valuing: firms that deal primarily with
concepts and the growing size and importance of these firms'may rpake our economy more
'

susceptible .to this type of contagion.
'

~

•

'

I

. Another. more convemiona.l determinant of stability wia b~ the economy's degree of
'!everage--the extent to which debt rather than equity is financing the level of capital. The_ proper
'

.

. degree of leverage in a firm. or in an economy as a who I~; is an inh'erently elusive figure that
.

.

:

ahrtost' certainly changes from lime to time. Clearly, firms find sqtne leverage advantageous in
enhancing reLums on equity, and

thu~

moderate leverage undoubtedly rmosts the capital stock

and the level of output. 'A sophisticated financial system, with it.s substantial array of inst.rum~nts
to

unbundle risks, will tend toward a higher degree of leverage,at any given levd

underlying economic risk_ But the greater the degree of leverage in

vulnerability to unexpected shortfalls in demand ai1d'to oiher

or percei"ed

an economy, the greater 11s.

misc~lculations.

8/11
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I

-7Although the fears regarding busine.ss leverage have been confined mostly ro specific
1

sectdrs in recent years, concerns over potential systemic

problem~

resulting from the vast

. expansion of derivatives have reemerged with the difficulties of E.nron. To be sure, firms like ·
Enron, and Long-Term Capital Management bef0re it, were major players in the derivatives
-markpts. But their problems were readily traceable to an old-fashioned ex.cess of debt, however
acqui:red, as well as to opaque accounting of that leverage a:nd lax 'counterparty scrutiny. Swaps
I

.

and o'ther derivatives have been remarkably free of default throughout their short history,
including over the past eighrnen months.

r
Of course, latent problems may ex.ist in any market that expands as rapidly as these
markets have. Regulators and supervisors are particularly sensitiYe to this possibility.

Derivatives have provided greater flexibility to our financial system. But their very complexity
could leave counterparties vulnerable to significaJilt risk that they do not currently recognize, and

hence these instruments potentially expose the overall system if m;stakes are large.
•

•

I

In that regard, concerns have been raised about potential co'ur:iterparty risks in the large

i.nterest rate hedging efforts of government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) in support of 1heir
secon~ary

mongage market operations. Presumahly, counterparties can manage this risk

effectively through the use of credit Jimi1s, netting, and collateral agreements. The broader risks.
for financial markets anc.l the econorny result from the perception a/· government support for

these corporations and the resulting implicit subsidization of GS Es. Subsidies, by intent. <lim111
the nonnal balance of markets. In this case. the perception of gov_emment suppon. may induce
the counterparties of GS Es to apply tt;:ss vigorously some.of the risk controls that they apply to
I·

.

.

'

manage their ovcr-the-counler deriva1ives exposures. More generally, we need to he careful not
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-8to allow subsidies to unduly disturb an efficient financial structu~e that has so clearly contributed
lo

increased economic stability.
Dramatk

change~

in our financial structure have required:goverrunents to ensure that

·their 'regulatory regimes are appropriate to the ci.nrrent configuration of markets and institutions.
In the judgment of the Federal Reserve, the Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000
struck the right balance in regulating deriYatives in the United States, as did

Gramm-Leach-Bliley in finance generally.
.

.

· , Our international banking and financial. system is regulated primarily by counterpa~ies
whose due diligence is fundamental to the containment of risk, including systemic risk.
Government regulators can exercise only broad oversight. We

at ~he Federal Reserve, for

example. can never bring lo bear the detailed mar:ket and counterp,arty surveillance that
private-sector players exercise. We rely on you co be, in effect, the

front~line

regulators.

~-

lncreased government regulaiion can cause unrealistic expectations regarding the extent
to which risk can be reduced by regulators. Such actions can creac!c moral hazard and may prove
counterproductive .. We crust that the Basel H Capital Accord, when final, will be sensitive to
these concerns.

* * ....
The surge in risk hedging in recent years is a sympcorn of a much broader issue of change

in both domest.ic and intemalional finance that is a manifestation of changes in the real economy.
As

the; pace of technological change alters the con<lucl of business in ways we will never fully

antici~ate,

we must foster the ability of our ever-expanding interna;tional banking and financial

system to meet the challenge of tha1 change.

f'
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The flexibility of our industry and workforce to reinvent ~hemselves when rhe need arises
fom:is the basis for increasing standards of living. This "creative destruction,'' in tum, requires an
effeC:tive and flexible financial system. The world's bankers are in an excellent posirion to
;

',

develop and m.lnure such a system-,
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